
The Social Elaboration of Defences 

By Eric Berne, 1 .D. (Carmel, California) 

The psychoanalytic process may be defined or described 

from a formal viewpoint (conceptually (1)), or from a 

psychological viewpoint (phenomenol gically (2)), or from 

a transacti nal viewp int (operationally)o The third ap

proach leads lnt a relatively neglected area: the problem 

of epinosic cersus paranosic gain. The principle at stake 

here is essentially that of Occam's razor, or parsimony 

("Essentia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitam ." ) : 

that ever r psychi c element should serve as many tendencies 

as possible. This is classically shown in the phenomenon of 

condensation in dreams. Clinically it is implicit in the 

concept of gain. .{According to Freud (3), there are three types 

of gain which constitute the motives for illness: first, the 

internal element of the paran sic gain, the attempt at an eco

nomically concenient soluti n to an internal conflict; second, 

the external element of the paranosic gain, an attempt to s olve 

an external conflict; and third , the well-known epinosic ,r 

secondary gain, which is a kind of afterthoughto 

To take a familiar and relatively simple example, t he 

patient who misses an appointment because of a mild illness 



may be attempting to profit in three ways: the illness may 

be the most economically convenient soluti n t an inner 
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conflict; it may help him postpone a threatening transference 

crisis; and he may be trying to avoid paying the feeo These 

elements correspond to the following items in Freud's discus

sion$ the flight into illness, the efforts of Dora's friend 

Frau K to avoid her conjugal duties, and the crippled workman 

who earns his living by begging, respectively. 

The concept of gain may be extended to apply not only to 

illnesses and symptoms, but to all defences, including charac

ter defences and cer tain types of social behavior. To a pply 

the terms "epinosi c" and "paranosic" to such defences is an 

etymological solecism, but it may be excused on the grounds of 

familiarity and convenience~ Some defences are so regularly 

used in everyday life and are so culturally syntonic that they 

pass unnoticed utside the psychoanalyst's office and are re

garded as "normal. tt In this country, the discussi0n of "delin

quencies" of various children is an example of such a defenceo 

Others may arise universally in special situations almost any

where in the world, and hence are again regarded as "normal." 

Such is the "ap0logytt following a parapractic act of aggressi no 

Careful bservation of social behavi r, such as that in 

psychotherapy groups r scientific meetings, reveals that the 

social elaboration of defences for paranosio and epinosic gain 
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falls into typical patterns, c nsisting of sets of operations 

which may be called "games." Such ttgames" may be ahalysed 

from any of the three p lnts of view mentioned above. If they 

are treated as transacti ns, the problem of gains quickly c~mes 

t the fore. From this point of view, the best possible defence 

is silence. On this basis, the observer is c0nfronted with a 

fundamental question regarding all social activity: wby do 

pe0ple speak to each other? This is rephrased clinically into 

the transactional question: What do people gain by speaking to 

each other? This is called a transactional question because 

the answer is ob t ained by studying not only the agent's transac

tional stimulus, but also the respondents' transactional res-

p nses. The stimulus and the responses together comprise the 

transaction. The classical viewpoint is concerned essentially 

with the question ttWhat d ·es he ~ to gain by this transac-

ti nal stimulus?" The transactional viev~oint bserves: "What 

does he actually gain from these particular people at this 

particular time by this stimulus?" The bridge between the tw. 

systems is a questi n half genetic, half transacti nal: "What 

has he learned to gain by offering this stimulus?" 

What transactional analysis offers is the discovery that 

m st social activity proceeds in an idiosyncratic but stere -

typed way for each individual" The classical question "Why did 

you say that?" or "Why do you keep saying that?tt becemes ftV\fh.y do 



you repeatedly go through the same sequence f five or ten 

operations, and how do you succeed in obtaining the required 

succession of five or ten responses from your associates?" 

This question is more apt to take substabce at social gatherings 

orin psychotherapy groups than in individual therapy, where 

the opp rtunities for proceeding with the sequence are limited 

by the fact that there is only ene possible respondent and he 

is specifically trained t e be anti-stereotypeo 

The clinical significance of this is that in ordinary 

psych therapy r psychoanalysis, single transacti nal stimuli 

are apt t~ be ana~ysed as defensive operations, while in tran

sacti~nal analysisl complex sequences 0f transactions comprising 

completed games are scrutinized for their yield of actual 

epinasic and paranosic gains o -~ completed game has somewhat the 

characteristics of a compressed chess game: 'White's first move 

(first transactional stimulus), Black's first response (first 

transactional response); ~itets second move, Black's second 

resp nse; and so on, until White's final move, Che ckmate, and 
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Black has no adequate response e Patients in certain psychotheray 

gr0ups can become adept at detecting such sets ef perations, 

and accept cogently colloquial names for them with insouciance 

l,A.,bout 100 psychotherapist from vari0us parts of the country, 

principally Nerthern California, have now received from three 

months t· two years of training in transactienal analysis. 
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and even with enjoyment. At the same time, they attempt to 

analyse them with appropriate seriousness as psychological or 

psychopathological phenomena, and do not take them lightly as 

the English hum .rists ds o 

One of the most striking is the parapractic -aggression 

foIl wed by an apology, referred to above, and colloquially 

known as "Schlemiel o " The epinosic gain here is minimal, and 

consists in attracting attenti n , and perhaps in pr ving geniality 

by ffering t make recompenseo Classically the parapraxis is 

an anal aggressi n, and consists of making a mess by spilling, 

burning, ' r tearing, and the irtternalparan sic gain lies in the 

act itselfo ; The external paranosic gain is derived from the 

apology, which means: "You must reassure me that I am not hos

tile by f rgiving me." Thus the apol gy is a defensive opera-

tion put to social use. If the others present are willing to 

play Schlemiel, they give the Schlemiel the invited assurance. 

The matter is put to the test, however, if someone plays .Anti

Schlemiel by remarking: ttl don't care if you spill things, but 

please don't say you're sorryo" In that case the Schlemiel is 

deprived f his external paranosic gain, and the resulting 

anxiety is easily perceived o If this scene is repeated, the 

underlying aggression may even break through in an explosive way, 

s that in a s cial situation the r Ie f Anti-Schlemiel is not 
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one to be lightly undertaken. Nosologically, "Schlemiel" is an 

obsessi ve-compulsi va.·game. 

Equally crude is the phallic hysterical-Exhibitionistic 

procedure colloquially called "The Stocking Game. n A woman enters 

a group and raises her leg as she sits down, remarking: u~h, 

I , 've g t a run in my stocking. tt The secondary gain may be a series 

of dates, while the internal paranosic a in lies in the eXhibi

tionistic act i tself and its relati n t the castration complex o 

The external paranosic gain lies in the de~sive surprise when the 

men become interested and the women become hostileo If a sophis

ticated group plays Anti-stocking, hewever , and b~th the men and 

the women either ign re the manoeuvre or give an unexpected res

p~nse, then again the resultant anxiety becomes evidento A 

variant of this is the woman who opens her game by drawing atten_ 

tion to her "ugly, over-developed breasts," perhaps with the 

remark that she has been contemplating plastic surgery. 

One of the commonest, or perhaps the most common of all mari-. 

tal games,2 offers an elegant illustration of the three types of 

gain. This is a game coll ·quially called nIf it weren't for you . n 

Perhaps its elegance is one f the reasons for its popularitYQ A 

woman complained that her husband w·uld not allow her to indulge 

2It sh uld be empp;asized that the term t'games" is used in the 

sense f serious students such as von Neumann and Huizengao 
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in any social or athletic activities o As she impr ved with 

treatment, her husband became less sure of himself and withdrew 

his prohibitions. The patient was then free te enlarge the 

scope of her activities. Beoause of her "starved" adolescence, 

ne f her yearnings had been t take swimming less ns, and 

anether to take dancing lessons. She went f r her swimming 

less ns and was astonished to discover that she had a phobia f 

swimming po Is. She then took up dancing, nly t find that she 

als had a phobia af dance flo rs o These exp sures clarified 

part of the structure f her marriageQ She had pciked an aut -

cratic husband t help her with her @wn phobic avoidances. This 

was the internal paranosic gaino She could them complain about 

his autocracy, putting him the wrong by saying, ttLook at all 

the fun I could be having if it weren't for yo~· This was the 

external paranosic gain which gave her control of their sex life, 

am ng other things . Her complaint also put her in an advan

tage us p sition t btain secondary gains, such as indemnifi

catory gifts a; 

Besides being distinguished nosologically and by erogenous 

zone, games may be classified from ,ther viewp ints: f ' r 

example, aocording t the principle defences used. Intellec

tualizati n i s a fev red defence in many social circles, and may 

be c -mbined with either pr jection r introjection g Two common 

games are " PTA" and "Psychiatry." I n both f these the epinosic 
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"gain is usually a narcissistic ne. 

Projective ttPnA." is colloquially known as "Isn't It Awful?" 

(This refers to what other people's children are doing)o The 

external paranosic gain is exoneration and the internal para-

noslc gains is self-absolution. Projective "Psychiatry" ("Here's 

"What You're Doing") is a more direct expression of aggression, 

and its defensive nature is most clearly seen in the case of 

psychiatrists and other medical men who are patients in psych -

therapy gr ups.. Intrejective "PT:A.tf (Why can't I be a Good Mother?") 

is inv lved with the same paranosic gains as other depressive 

perati ns: externally it tends to elicit reassurance while 

at the same time making the other players feel inadequate and 

guilty ab ut their ineptitude t help; internally,it i s a farm 

of self-castigati n. Intr jective "Psychiatry" (ttWhy do I do this?") 

is analageus. 

From still another point f view, games may rbe classified ac

c rding to rhe number of players. cThus "Frigid 'Woman~ is a tw -

handed game o In the simplest form, the wife with-holds intercourse 

over a long period, while at the same time becoming progressively 

"m re and more provocative until she seduces the husband int~ 

making advances o ~t that point she turns on him and accuses him 

f thinking all the time abGut sex. mbe situati n then switches 

int o a game f ttUpr aro" For the wife, the epinosic gain may be 

financial or d mestic. The external paranosic gain is the 

avoidance of the ftc njugal dutiest-t referred to by Freud. The 



internal paranosic gain is primarily projective. Both parties 

may obtain sufficient instinctual pretection and relief from the 

argument itself to enable them to postpone the threatening 
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sexual situation indefinitely, which may be a considerable paranosic 

gain on each side: external in that it av ids the feared situa-

ti n, and internal in that the argument itself is sexually 

satisfying. 

The game f tt.tAJ.cGholic" in its classical form is a four-

handed game from which all parties btain both epinosic and 

paranosic gains. cThe full-fledged game requires an nalceholic~ 

a rescuer, a dummy, and a persecutor. The rescuer is usually 

ipsisexual and the persecture contrasexual. The dummy represents 

a benevolent parent who is neither a persecutor nor a rescuer, but 

who simply offers supplies whe needed and acts as a passive 0bject 

fGr instinctual impulses, usually both libidinal and aggressive Q 

These roles may be condensed into a three-handed or two handed 

game, and may also be switched. Various rganizations, such as 

Alcoh lics .An nym us, print rules for this game and define the 

r les in their literature~ The patient who is "cured" by .JUcoholics 

is still playing the game of Aloohelic, but has switched roles and 

has become the rescuer instead of the "alooh lic,," The reas n why 

ex- - alceh0lics make better rescuers is that they know the rules of 

the game better than n n-drinkers and are more experienced in ap

plying them. 

Just as a pack of cards may be used for many different games, 

so varieus types of 'counters~1 may be used for a variety of 
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defensive social games. Money may be used to play either "Debtor," 

"Creditor,tt "Miser," or "Philanthropist." Words, time, jokes, 

parts f the body and other "counters" may each be used t play 

a variety of games. 

The social elab rati n of defences in games must be distinguished 

from several other social activities o .An operation is simply some

thing that somebody dees socially, such as asking for reassurance and 

getting it~ This only becomes a game is the individual presents him

self as doing something else but is really asking for reassurance, 

or asks for reassurance ,then rejects it in order to make the other 

person feel uncomfortable in some way. A game is a repetitive 

episodic act or scene in a longer complete transference drama or 

uncGnscious life plan, which is called a script o And the roles 

in the game must be distinguished from the game itselfv Fer 

example, ttdebter" and "credi tor" are rales in a money game, often 

f anal derivati n, but the game of ttDebt0r tt or "credit rtf 

is semething that is played out in a certain stereotyped way and 

according t certain rules over a 1 nger or shorter peried~ Thus 

a tenant may find himself unvrlllingly playing the role of debtor in a 

game of "Credi tar," or a physician may be manoeuvred unwi ttingly 

into playing creditor with a professional UDebtor U player. 

In cases where classical psychoanalysis is not available 

(and these, after all, comprise themaj0rity of psychiatric 

patients) transactional analysis, properly carried out, has proven 

its worth in the hands of many clinicians, and its results compare 



favorabl y with those of more conventional methods. From the 

psychoanalytic point of view, its essential char cteristic is 

the shift in emphasis from defensive functi ns to the problem 

of gains. Experience has demonstrated that this approach is 

easier for many patients to understand and profit from if ade

quate opportunity f r working through cannot be provided through 

an ideal psychoanalyti c therapeutic schedule. 



Summary 

That many social man euv~e s and social responses are used 

defensively is well known o Transactional analysis (4), 

however, reveals that this tendency is more universal , more com-

_ plex, and more interesting than is often realized. Defences not 

0nly influence occasi nal iS0lated transactions, but motivate re

petitive , stereotyped sets of transactions in both neurotics and 

"normal" pecplee Such patterns of stimulus and response, initiated 

by defensive needs and yielding maximum gains with minimum effort, 

may be called "games." The playing of such games comprises the 

bulk f social activity_ Games soon bec me recognizable to the 

experienced bserver. ,--They may be classified from vari , us view

p.ints: n solagically, z onally, r according t the defences in-

v lved, the number f players required, and the "counters" used o 

The epinasic and paranosio gains acquired through such games are 

illustrated. ~ therapeutic approach which shifts the emphasis 

fr om defensive fucti ns t the problem of gains has proven pr -

fitable in cases where classical psyohoanalysis is nGt availableo 
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